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ABSTRACT
The emergence of Cybercrime-as-a-Service (CaaS) is a critical evolution in the cybercrime landscape. A key area of research on CaaS is where and how the supply of CaaS is being matched with demand. Next to underground marketplaces and custom websites, cybercrime forums provide an important channel for CaaS suppliers to attract customers. Our study presents the first comprehensive and longitudinal analysis of types of CaaS supply and demand on a cybercrime forum. We develop a classifier to identify supply and demand for each type and measure their relative prevalence and apply this to a dataset spanning 11 years of posts on Hack Forums, one of the largest and oldest ongoing English-language cybercrime forum on the surface web. Of 28 known CaaS types, we only found evidence for only 9 of these in the forum. We saw no dramatic shifts in these offerings over time, not even after major underground marketplaces were being seized by law enforcement. Around 16% of first posts of the threads in the ‘Market’ section of the forum offers CaaS, whereas only 3% is focused on product-type criminal offerings. Within the types of CaaS, ‘botnet as a service’, ‘reputation escalation as a service’ and ‘traffic as a service’ categories make up the majority (over 60%) for whole period in terms of both supply and demand. At least half of each CaaS offerings directs potential buyers to an instant messaging app or private message for transacting privately. In sum, we find that forums do in fact provide a channel for CaaS supply and demand to meet, but we see only a fraction of the CaaS landscape and there is no evidence in our data for the supposed growth of CaaS over time. We reflect on the implications of our findings for developing effective disruption strategies by law enforcement.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Security and privacy → Economics of security and privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The rise of Cybercrime-as-a-Service (CaaS) is seen as a critical evolution in the cybercrime landscape. In Europe and elsewhere, its disruption has been marked the top priority for law enforcement [16]. Analogous to cloud services in legitimate markets, like platform-as-a-service, CaaS enables criminal entrepreneurs to develop and manage their business without the complexity of building and maintaining all required expertise, infrastructure and tools themselves. To illustrate, one study [4] compared services and prices from five leading CaaS providers on dark web and found that custom spyware could be purchased for around $200 and a month of SMS spoofing for only $20. In addition to technical tools, it is also possible to hire services, such as targeted account takeover [35]. The overall impact of CaaS is to make cybercrime more accessible to new criminals, as well as to support business models for advanced criminals via specialized business-to-business services [22].

A key area of research on CaaS is where and how the supply of these services is being matched with demand. This question is critical for developing effective disruption strategies by law enforcement. Simply put: how do CaaS suppliers find their customers? One of the promises of CaaS is that it is accessible for new entrants, so it cannot operate effectively within old and constrained model of closed, vetted and trust-based criminal networks. Various studies show that cybercriminals have been using open channels like online underground marketplaces, custom websites and forums to advertise and sell their services. Each type of channel has its pros and cons. Underground marketplaces were found to have only modest volumes of CaaS [58]. In general, their transaction mechanisms are more suited for products than for service-based models. Law enforcement seizures have further undermined the position of these marketplaces (e.g., Alphabay, Hansa, Dream [19]). Custom websites, such as those for booters [12, 25, 26, 39] work well with service subscriptions. These sites, however, operate outside of the reliable reputation mechanisms of marketplaces and forums; therefore are rife with fraudsters [35].

In light of the problems with underground marketplaces and custom sites, forums offer an alternative channel for CaaS offerings. Monitoring these forums thus offers us useful insight into the state of the CaaS ecosystem [7, 49]. Criminal activity is distributed over a variety of forums which might show different patterns. We distinguish between closed, vetted forums and open, freely accessible forums. The former are, by necessity, smaller and more difficult to enter. This limits their reach as a marketplace. Open forums are accessible to many more (potential) cybercriminals. If CaaS is indeed overtaking the criminal ecosystem, we should see its presence also increase in open forums. Hack Forums (HF) has a prominent position in the ecosystem of open forums. It is one of the most popular English-language hacking sites worldwide, according to Alexa, and constitutes one of the largest and oldest cybercrime forums on the internet. Large forums provide a critical alternative marketplace. If CaaS offerings are transacted via forums, they should be visible on HF. For this reason, HF provides a representative dataset for studying the presence of CaaS trade in forums.

Research on cybercrime forums has focused primarily on four topics: (i) social networking and organization of forum members [20, 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 45, 55], (ii) identifying and profiling key actors [1, 5, 8, 27, 42, 43, 50], (iii) evolution over time [3, 21, 44, 59] and (iv) measurement of products, transactions and prices [6, 7, 15, 32, 43,
Our work contributes to the third and fourth categories by presenting the first comprehensive and longitudinal analysis of 28 different types of CaaS supply and demand on a cybercrime forum. We develop a classifier and measure the relative prevalence of different CaaS types over time. We also track whether the offering references a private communication channel, as prior work found that after a match between supply and demand is reached, the actual transactions are often conducted via private channels like Telegram, Discord, Skype, Jabber, or IRC [10, 19]. We conduct our analysis on 11 years of data from Hack Forums, one of the largest and oldest ongoing English-language cybercrime forum on the surface web. In sum, we make these following contributions:

- We present the first comprehensive study on the prevalence of a large collection of Cybercrime-as-a-Service offerings on a cybercrime forum over time. We compare the prevalence to four product-type cybercrime offerings.
- We generate a labeled set of ground-truth data of 662 posts across different types of CaaS and 4 product-type offerings, with attributes to indicate whether the post is supply or demand, includes a private contact, or offers an external trading link. We make our labeled dataset available to other researchers upon request in order to facilitate research on CaaS on other forums and channels.
- We evaluate various machine learning models and get the best results with LinearSVC for the CaaS and product classification (0.76 F1-score and 0.95 AUC ROC), Logistic Regression for distinguishing supply and demand offerings (0.86 F1-score and 0.92 AUC ROC) and XGBoost for discovering the usage of private messages and other communication channels (0.98 F1-score and 0.94 AUC ROC). We supplement these models with decision function rule sets for the supply/demand tags and contact information.
- Of 28 known CaaS types, we only found evidence for only 9 of these in the forum. Around 16% of first posts in the ‘Market’ section of our dataset involve CaaS—where ‘bot/botnet as a service’, ‘reputation escalation as a service’ and ‘traffic as a service’ categories make up the majority (over 60%) for the whole period in terms of both supply and demand. At least half of each CaaS offerings directs potential buyers to an instant messaging app or private message for transacting privately. We found no major changes in supply and demand in the period after the major law enforcement actions against the underground marketplaces, suggesting CaaS offerings on the latter did not migrate to clearweb cybercrime forums.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the CaaS types and value chain model. Section 3 lays down our approach and explains our methodology of collecting, preparing and classifying the data. Section 4 presents our findings and Section 5 discusses these findings in terms of their implications for law enforcement. Section 6 discusses the limitations and ethics. Section 7 connects our work to earlier contributions and Section 8 concludes with future work recommendations.

2 CAAS TYPES AND VALUE CHAIN MODEL

It is important to understand the activities associated with a cyber attack to disrupt the business of cybercriminals who sell these attacks. These activities are, however, widely dispersed and inconsistently identified in the literature. Without a clear framework, it is also impossible to effectively grasp current cyber threats.

Michael Porter’s value chain model [48] considers an organization as a system composed of subsystems, each with inputs, transformation processes, and outputs, in addition to support activities. As cybercrime has become a business, we will recognize activities that add value to cyber attack operations from the viewpoint of the value chain. This value-added processes include any activity in the business ecosystem of cybercrime that lets the attacker minimize the cost of cyber attacks and maximize the benefits. The support activities besides the primary activities, that are frequently ignored, are also important in promoting the operation of the cybercrime business, as they can enable the attacker to carry out an attack at a reduced cost and with greater profit. To perceive these processes, we make use of the cybercriminal value chain model (Figure 1) developed by K. Huang et al. [22] consisting of the primary activities of vulnerability discovery, exploitation development, exploitation delivery, and attack, as well as the supporting roles of cyber attack life-cycle operations, human resources, marketing and delivery, and technical support. They have validated the list of cybercrime services and this value chain framework with more than 30 senior executives, managers, and researchers focusing on cybersecurity from Fortune 500 companies and key cybersecurity solution providers.

![Figure 1: Cybercriminal Value Chain Model](image)

We can see each of these service’s availability, pricing model and their estimated price (changes over time) in the upper part of Table 1, taken from the same study [22]. As shown in Figure 1,
these CaaS categories are mapped to the value chain model and then
grouped into three different categories based on their availability:
(i) existing, (ii) evolving and (iii) emerging. Although this extensive
list of CaaS categories helped us to establish the structure of our
study, we added more CaaS types because it did not cover all CaaS
models we encountered in the literature. CAPTCHA solvers [36],
Phone/SMS verification [55, 56], E-whoring [24, 43], Proxies [55]
and Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) [47] services are the later
added CaaS categories whose properties are depicted in the lower
part of Table 1. As a result, we had a definitive set of 28 CaaS types
that we wanted to identify in the posts of our forum dataset.

3 MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY

Our measurement methodology consists of: (i) compiling and pre-
processing a dataset of underground forums, (ii) creating and anno-
tating ‘ground truth’ listings manually, (iii) deploying a classifier
to map the cybercrime products/services, supply/demand, contact
and external links; and (iv) analyzing the dynamics of CaaS in the
forums.

3.1 Data collection

We leverage the data collected by Cambridge Cybercrime Centre1
on underground forums, namely CrimeBB. CrimeBB comprises
posts from different forums as listed in Table 2. Hack Forums is one
of the largest and oldest ongoing hacking communities having a
separate marketing section. Accessible from the surface web, it has
been the most popular hacking forum according to Alexa ranking
for long years. HF has been connected to several high profile events,
including the release of the Mirai botnet source code [44]. Some
of the contents of these surface web forums, unlike other types
of underground markets, are legitimate, such as discussions pertaining
to current affairs, gaming, and topics related to technology. These
forums, however, are also used for the sharing of information on
aberrant behaviour and trade in products and services of unlawful
origin or use [42]. Previous study has found that these sites will
offer a jump ahead to more serious online illegal activities [23]. We
origin or use [42]. Previous study has found that these sites will
offer a jump ahead to more serious online illegal activities [23]. We
are interested in the first-posts of these threads

3.2 Data preparation

There are 29 sub-forums, 1,107,372 threads and 9,795,204 posts
ranging from 17/11/2007 to 04/12/2018 in the Market section of
HackForums. We are interested in the first-posts of these threads
since they are more useful to provide information about the subject

1https://www.cambridgecybercrime.uk/datasets.html

product and service types [7, 8, 40, 42]. Hence, we extracted first-
posts of each thread in this section making total of 1,104,046 posts.

Before starting the annotation of our ground truth we set the
rules to differentiate a CaaS type crimeware from a classic product
type crimeware. We name an offering as CaaS type if the owner of
the post is either:

- renting an infrastructure or/and platform (e.g. bulletproof
  hosting, proxies).
- selling a service for committing a crime (e.g. hacker for hire,
  money laundering).
- selling a product but continuing to provide some required
  services remotely after sale (e.g. dashboard service for Ran-
  somware as a Service, control board of an exploit kit),
- selling a product but giving lifetime customer support (i.e.,
  giving support for only installing/setting up is not considered
  as CaaS).

3.3 Ground Truth

We created ground truth data by annotating each item of a sample
population of posts to 5 groups of labels (Figure 2): (i) category of
the service or product, (ii) supply/demand/exchange/other classifi-
cation of the offer, (iii) existence of private message, (iv) existence
of contact information and (v) existence of external trading links.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x_post</th>
<th>brand</th>
<th>trending</th>
<th>content</th>
<th>service/product category</th>
<th>supply/demand</th>
<th>pm</th>
<th>contact</th>
<th>information</th>
<th>external trading link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>xxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>money laundering</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td></td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>xxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>cash-out</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td></td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>xxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>account</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td></td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>xxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>tool pool as a service</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td></td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>xxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxxx</td>
<td>xxxxxxx</td>
<td>miner as a service</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td></td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Ground Truth labels

We randomly selected 12,000 posts (approximately 1% of 1,104,046)
from all first-posts of the Market section. In a first phase, we anno-
tated 500 posts. Out of these 500, only 19% of the posts belonged
to the CaaS categories. To avoid overfitting due to highly represented
categories, the ground truth data needed to include at least 15 posts
category which is observed as the breaking point number in
our labeling. For this purpose we boosted our ground truth by
annotating more posts of the CaaS and product-type categories
whose numbers were below 15. To find these lacking categories
we conducted a manual keyword search on the sample of 12,000
posts which led to 662 posts in total where 29% of the posts then
belonged to the 14 different CaaS categories. Around 29% belonged
to ‘account’ category, 21% belonged to the ‘other’ category, 9% be-
longed to ‘cash-out’ category and 12% was labeled as product-type
crimeware.

Later we excluded five categories (17 posts) from the ground
truth due to their scarcity (less than 5 posts): e-whoring as a service,
traffic redirection as a service, tool pool as a service, CAPTCHA
solving as a service and money laundering as a service. It is also
worth remarking that some of the CaaS types (14 out of 28) did not
occur even once in our enlarged ground truth containing 662 posts.

These zero-existing CaaS categories are from the ‘existing’ group
(Exploit as a Service, Deception as a Service, Security Checker as a
Service, Marketplace as a Service, Money Mule Recruiting as a Ser-
vice, Hacker Training as a Service); the ‘evolving’ group (Personal
Table 1: CaaS categories and their properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CaaS name</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Pricing model</th>
<th>Estimated price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EaaS Exploit as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Licence</td>
<td>up to more than $250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLaaS Payload as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>$150,000 per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaaS Deception as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Pay-per-install</td>
<td>$0.02-$0.1 per install</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBaaS Obfuscation as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Commission</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAA Security Checker as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>$85-$115 per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMAas Traffic Redirection as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>$7-$15 per 1000 visitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNaaS Botnet as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Commission</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHaaS Bulletproof Hosting as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>$300 per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAaaS Traffic (including DDoS) as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>$999 per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REaaS Reputation Escalation as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>$0.42-$0.7 per record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPaaS Marketplace as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Licence</td>
<td>$4500 per licence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRaaS Money Mule Recruiting as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Commission</td>
<td>2%-10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLaaS Money Laundering as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Commission</td>
<td>2%-30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTaaS Hacker Training as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Licence</td>
<td>$200-$800 per person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMPaaS Personal Profile as a Service</td>
<td>Evolving</td>
<td>Licence</td>
<td>$4-$20 per record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPaaS Tool Pool as a Service</td>
<td>Evolving</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>$4000 per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaaS Reputation as a Service</td>
<td>Evolving</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRAaaS Hacker Recruiting as a Service</td>
<td>Evolving</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDAaaS Vulnerability Discovery as a Service</td>
<td>Emerging</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>$542.04-$1810.31 per vulnerability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSAaaS Target Selection as a Service</td>
<td>Emerging</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPaaS Exploit Package as a Service</td>
<td>Emerging</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>$4000 per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPAaaS Repackage as a Service</td>
<td>Emerging</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>$4000 per month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMAaaS Domain Knowledge as a Service</td>
<td>Emerging</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEaaS Value Evaluation as a Service</td>
<td>Emerging</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPaaS CAPTCHA solving as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Pay-per-solution</td>
<td>$0.5-$20 per 1000 CAPTCAs solved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSVaaS Phone/SMS Verification as a Service</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Pay-per-challenge</td>
<td>$0.20 per challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPaaS RDP/Proxy/Seedbox as a Service</td>
<td>Evolving</td>
<td>Licence</td>
<td>$8-$15 per server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWaaS E-Whoring as a Service</td>
<td>Emerging</td>
<td>Subscription</td>
<td>$25-$250 per month</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: CrimeBB dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forum</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Members</th>
<th>Threads</th>
<th>Posts</th>
<th>Oldest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hackforums</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>573,925</td>
<td>3,856,143</td>
<td>40,196,641</td>
<td>01/2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KerneNode</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>1,441</td>
<td>3,144</td>
<td>25,924</td>
<td>03/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offensive Community</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>10,593</td>
<td>18,436</td>
<td>58,779</td>
<td>06/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplayer Game Hacking</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>452,186</td>
<td>739,527</td>
<td>8,907,938</td>
<td>12/2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StressForums</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>7,969</td>
<td>04/2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerysee</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>1,239</td>
<td>6,969</td>
<td>06/2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garage4Hackers</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>2,096</td>
<td>7,697</td>
<td>07/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SafeSkyHacks</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>7,378</td>
<td>12,892</td>
<td>26,842</td>
<td>03/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antichat</td>
<td>RU</td>
<td>77,865</td>
<td>242,408</td>
<td>2,449,221</td>
<td>05/2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaidForums</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>43,278</td>
<td>33,100</td>
<td>124,776</td>
<td>03/2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We sometimes had difficulties to decide the labels since some posts are containing more than one category like: 'NightOwl Botnet Profile as a Service, Reputation as a Service) and the ‘emerging’ group (Vulnerability Discovery as a Service, Target Selection as a Service, Exploit Package as a Service, Repackage as a Service, Domain Knowledge as a Service, Value Evaluation as a Service) of the ones in Table 1. In conclusion, we found zero occurrences of 14 and inadequate occurrences of 5 of the CaaS categories while building the ground truth set before classification, so we reported 645 posts on the remaining 9 CaaS types and 4 product-types besides ‘account’ and ‘cash-out’ categories.

Note that ‘account’ category is a combination of the accounts from games and social media, email and websites; while ‘currency exchange’ type posts are sitting under ‘cash-out’ category where the vendors ask for or propose gift cards, paypal or digital currency to be monetized. We put ‘DDoS as a service’ type offerings under the ‘Traffic as a service’ category to make it compatible with categorization of [22] as listed in Table 1. Lastly, the category ‘other’ contains the rest of the posts talking about cyber crime related subjects like ‘e-books, guides, coding, scamming reports, chat invitations, webpage designing, signature spaces, domain names’ and irrelevant subjects like ‘fast-food coupons, wireless dog fence collar, mobile phones, movie tickets, shoes, laser pointer, computer parts’.

We sometimes had difficulties to decide the labels since some posts are containing more than one category like: 'NightOwl Botnet
Service| Bulletproof Hosting| Lifetime Support| Setup| Crypt| #1 On HF
offering both bulletproof hosting and a botnet. We annotated them regarding the contextual weight of the announced categories in that post or their inclusiveness status of one another. If several categories are stated evenly in the post, we chose the first one according to the sentence order. Another interesting case to be expressed is the posts like: ‘Looking to Buy U2bviews account With 100K+ Credits.’ This post is labeled as ‘account’ even though the stated account most probably would be used for reputation escalation. However we were right not to label it as ‘Reputation Escalation as a service’ since the demand is not for the service itself but for the account having that purpose.

While creating the supply/demand/exchange/other label, we labeled the posts including ‘free’ offers (e.g., ‘[Free to everyone! ] FUD Java Drive By [FREE]’) as ‘supply’ since they are also offering services at no cost. During the contact info annotations it was frequently confusing to extract the contact information from the posts like: ‘Was wondering how much someone would offer for this email. Not sure OG but whatever. disclosed@live.com,’ since it is indeed an offered email account but not a real contact of the post owner.

For the external trading links, we especially looked in the supply type posts since it is not logical to encounter these links in demanding posts. Sometimes, external links could be only for showing the photos or properties of the real/similar product like a spoiler but not for shopping. After all, we could only find four posts including any ‘external trading link’ in their contents. Most probably, the service/product sellers don’t need to give external links to conduct their business. Otherwise this outcome signifies that either they share the trading links to the serious buyers in private contact channels or in the following posts of the same thread which we don’t inspect.

3.4 Classification by Machine Learning and Decision Functions

CaaS and product-type categories. The classification phase itself consists of four steps: (i) data cleaning, (ii) tokenizing, (iii) model selection and (iv) training and evaluation using the ground truth.

In the data cleaning phase, we removed all English stop-words, punctuation, numbers, URLs, accents of all unicode characters and non-textual content such as image, video frames, code, citing or attachment which were annotated earlier with delimiters by the dataset providers. We then lemmatized the words in order to group together the inflected forms of a word so they can be analyzed as a single item. We used a chi-squared feature extraction giving the most-frequent words used in discriminating the categories to take out the non-sense words and adding them to the stop-words set to be excluded in the analysis.

Next, we tokenized each listing which is the concatenation of heading and content of the first-post of each thread and computed a \( tf-idf \) (term frequency - inverse document frequency) value for each of the resulting 4,587 unique tokens. Term Frequency \( (tf) \) indicates the number of occurrences of a particular term in document while Inverse Document Frequency \( (idf) \) of a term is the number of documents in the corpus divided by the document frequency of a term (the number of documents containing the term). To calculate the \( tf-idf \), we used a \( max-df \) (maximum document frequency) equal to 0.7 – this discards words appearing in more than 70% of the listings, and replaced \( tf \) with \( 1 + \log(tf) \) by applying sublinear \( tf \)-scaling.

We made experiments with setting the analyzer of \( tf-idf \)-vectorizer to ‘char’ instead of ‘word’ and setting the ngram-range more than one word; but observed no improvements in the classification results inducing us to relinquish these changes. We also extracted meta-data features of polarity and subjectivity using sentiment function of TextBlob library in Python from text of the posts and combined them with the textual features in a ‘pipeline’ to improve the classification. Polarity is coded as a float number which lies in the range of \([-1,1]\) where 1 means positive statement and -1 means a negative statement. Subjectivity is also coded as a float number which lies in the range of \([0,1]\) where subjective sentences refer to personal opinion, emotion or judgment contrary to the objective ones referring to factual information. However we ended up utilizing only the textual features in our models due to inefficiency of these meta-data features in distinguishing our categories.

In the third step of our classification process, we selected the model with best evaluation results under a 10-fold stratified (preserves the imbalanced class distribution in each fold) cross-validation with default parameters. From the depicted preliminary evaluation results in Figure 3, we can see that LinearSVC model has the highest F1-score (0.76) among other eight ML models (Stochastic Gradient Descent, Random Forest, Decision Tree, AdaBoost, Multinomial Naïve Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbor, Logistic Regression and XGBoost). We also assessed the performance of these models by resampling with SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique), thereby increasing the cardinality of each category in the training phase to match the size of the largest category for the purpose of mitigating the negative impact of the imbalance between the categories. LinearSVC kept its first place with a higher F1-score (0.77) although the order of the some other models have changed (Figure 12 in Appendix), hence we decided to pursue the LinearSVC model in our analysis for the crimeware classification.

We also implemented ‘decision functions’ together with the ML algorithm to reinforce the classification as conducted in [8, 42, 62]. Then the model consists of two parts: (i) regular expression (RegEx) calls used to search for certain keywords in the posts to classify them and (ii) an ML algorithm to classify the not-classified posts from the first part. For instance, a rule-set consists of the union of ‘anyone, someone’ and ‘hack, jack, decrypt, reverse engineer’ keywords for the ‘hacker as a service’ category; and another rule-set ‘bots, installs, updates, bot shop, slaves, DoS shells’ keywords for the ‘bot/botnet as a service’ category. However, we couldn’t get better evaluation values after adding decision functions while classifying the service and product categories. Note that while the decision functions didn’t improve the classification of the cybercrime categories, it did improve the accuracy of the classification of the other tags related to the supply/demand and contact information.

We performed hyperparameter tuning for our selected model LinearSVC applying gridsearch algorithm with 10-fold cross validation but ended up implementing LinearSVC (svm package of scikit-learn 0.24.2 library) with default parameters in ‘balanced’ mode for class_weight parameter which automatically adjusts weights inversely proportional to class frequencies in the input data, since the latter settings had presented a relatively better performance.
All correct predictions (recall) are depicted in the diagonal of our normalized confusion matrix (Figure 4) where each row represents the instances in an actual category and each column represents the instances in a predicted category. We can easily see that especially three of the categories (hacker as a service, malware and reputation escalation as a service) are more confused with the category ‘other’ resulting in low recall values. We elaborate on this misclassification issue with illustrating examples in the following subsection.

The precision, recall, f1-score values and occurrences of the each class items (imbalance) under name -support- can be viewed on the classification report displayed in Figure 13 in the Appendix.

functions, and (iv) ML both with resampling and decision functions. We used the same parameters from the CaaS classification for the ML models, but only with different keywords in the decision function rule-sets; i.e., ‘bid, refund, stock, shipping, buyers only, i can provide, i can give, my price, i will sell, serious offers, payment is via’ for supply; ‘WTB, seek, ready to pay, where can, is there, i'll pay, i want to buy, looking to buy, if you can do, willing to buy, is anyone, can anyone, grateful, need assistance, if anyone has, paying well, any suggestions’ for demand. We observed in our ground truth that CaaS type posts contain only ‘supply’ or ‘demand’ offerings but not any ‘exchange’ or ‘other’ ones. Thus we preferred including only ‘supply’ or ‘demand’ labeled posts of the ground truth in this training phase since our goal is to classify only the CaaS type posts into their supply/demand classes. LinearSVC gave the best results with the first three settings with 0.832, 0.838 and 0.849 F1-scores respectively, while Logistic Regression outperformed all the other algorithms with the last setting with 0.86 F1-score (and 0.92 AUC ROC). Consequently, we applied Logistic Regression with resampling and decision function to all of the ground truth data.

Contact information. We conducted ‘contact information’ classification in two stages (and with four settings of ML-resampling decision function combinations described earlier): 1) whether the post owner asks for ‘private message (pm)’ and 2) whether there is any contact information (pm and others) in the post or not. We used all of the ground truth items in the training of contact information classifiers, since they were incurred to binary labeling respecting the existence of ‘private message’ and ‘other contact applications’. It is notable that we could not expand this classification deeply to other types of communication apps like ‘telegram, discord, skype, jabber, whatsapp, wechat, facetime, viber, etc.’ by reason of possible confusion by our ML models, but only with different keywords in the decision function rule-sets; i.e., ‘private message, pm, private message, direct message’ in the regex rule-set to find the posts having ‘private

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model_name</th>
<th>accuracy_score</th>
<th>precision_score</th>
<th>recall_score</th>
<th>f1_score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LinearSVC</td>
<td>0.758197</td>
<td>0.758197</td>
<td>0.758197</td>
<td>0.758197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stochastic Gradient Descent</td>
<td>0.708582</td>
<td>0.708582</td>
<td>0.708582</td>
<td>0.708582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K Nearest Neighbor</td>
<td>0.676178</td>
<td>0.676178</td>
<td>0.676178</td>
<td>0.676178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost</td>
<td>0.651466</td>
<td>0.651466</td>
<td>0.651466</td>
<td>0.651466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.607885</td>
<td>0.607885</td>
<td>0.607885</td>
<td>0.607885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.530264</td>
<td>0.530264</td>
<td>0.530264</td>
<td>0.530264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.528654</td>
<td>0.528654</td>
<td>0.528654</td>
<td>0.528654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multinomial Naive Bayes</td>
<td>0.406154</td>
<td>0.406154</td>
<td>0.406154</td>
<td>0.406154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>0.336346</td>
<td>0.336346</td>
<td>0.336346</td>
<td>0.336346</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 shows the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC-ROC) of the model. The AUC-ROC is one of the most important evaluation metrics for checking any classification model’s performance as it shows how good is the model in distinguishing classes. Our model can differentiate the categories quite well with AUC-ROC values over 0.95 for every cross-validation splits.

Supply and demand offerings. To classify the CaaS type posts into either supply or demand offerings, we implemented four different settings: (i) ML-only, (ii) ML with resampling, (iii) ML with decision
message’ for contact. It is expected to make an exact classification by this decision function, nevertheless there are still cases that cause confusion. These are (i) the forum members sometimes prefer to request private messaging by only using the word ‘message’ which we can not add in our rule-set due to a confusion probability with other contact types like ‘skype message’, (ii) the rule-set keywords are written in some posts as part of a quoted story but not to mean a contact request (iii) the rule-set keywords are used for the intention of communication but in negative manner, telling that they don’t want to contact via private messaging, (iv) ‘pm’ abbreviation is used to express ‘perfect money’. Thus we again asked for the help of ML models in addition to decision function to enhance the results. After trials of several combinations stated earlier under 10-fold cross-validation, ML with decision function setting implementing XGBoost algorithm having 0.982 F1-score (and 0.96 AUC ROC) is chosen as the winner whilst all other models except LinearSVC (0.967) had almost same F1-scores in this setting. 0.953, 0.961, 0.969 are the F1-scores of decision function only model, ML (XGBoost) only model and ML (XGBoost) with resampling model, respectively.

In the second stage (searching for not only private messages but all kinds of contact information), we also executed the regex keyword search of the first phase as a starting point for the ML model. XGBoost with decision function model is again winner of the 10-fold cross-validations with 0.981 F1-score (and 0.94 AUC ROC) whilst ML only model and ML with resampling model implementing XGBoost show performance of 0.933 and 0.939 F1-scores respectively.

**External trading links.** We couldn’t run any model to search and classify the ‘external trading links’ stated in the posts since there was not enough labeled ground truth data (only four labelings as explained in the previous subsection) to run a supervised ML model.

3.4.1 **Misclassifications.** It is not surprising that even the best performing ML algorithm misclassifies some of the posts in a forum dataset, so did ours. To assess the impact on the final results, we briefly exemplify the misclassified posts while classifying them into crimeware types. We can give some examples:

- ‘e-whoring pack’ misclassified as ‘other’: ‘I’m still working on the e-book and give it out to the customers when its finished.’ is a sentence from the related post. Misclassification is most probably due to the word ‘e-book’ which is mostly used in the posts of ‘other’ category.
- ‘hacker as a service’ misclassified as ‘account’: Expressions of ‘instagram account’ in ‘Need someone to Jack an Instagram. Hey i need someone to get me a password to an instagram account.’; ‘youtube account’ in ‘I was wondering if it’s possible to pay someone out there to get a YouTube account banned.’; ‘yahoo email’ in ‘Willing to pay for yahoo email hack. I need someone to help me by getting an email pw for me.’; ‘Combat Arms Game’ in ‘[Coders] Combat Arms Game Hacking. I am searching for coders who are able to code hacks for combat arms.’ possibly causes misclassification.
- ‘malware/hacker tool’ misclassified as ‘other’: Misclassification of the post including the sentence of 'Looking for a 7-Layer Attack Script’ is most probably due to the word ‘script’ which is mostly used in the posts of ‘other’ category.
- ‘obfuscation as a service’ misclassified as ‘bot/botnet as a service’: The word ‘DDoSeR 4.2 bot’ in this sentence ‘Can anyone crypt my DDoSeR 4.2 bot without corrupting it?’ of the post is seemingly the reason of this misclassification.
- ‘reputation escalation as a service’ misclassified as ‘other’: Using the keywords ‘addy’ and ‘twitter’ in ‘I made an little and easy website for adfly and twitter clicking.’; ‘social media’ in ‘[NEW] Sterineb’s Social Media Booster Service [NEW]’; ‘youtube’ in ‘I’m currently looking for someone who can deliver a lot (and consistent) YouTube views every week.’ presumably results with misclassification.

4 **RESULTS**

**CaaS and product-types.** We observe a substantial amount of CaaS type crimewares (15.6%) in our whole dataset as depicted in Figure 6 which includes all of the content types (supply, demand, exchange and other). However, ‘account’ and ‘other’ categories are dominant accounting for around 70% of the total number of posts (39.7% and 29% respectively). Posts related to ‘cash-out’ (12.6%) and ‘product-type - composed of crypter, e-whoring pack, exploit, malware/hacker tool’ (3.1%) were lower in number than CaaS offerings. We can see sample posts from these final categories in Figure 7 and read their real counts and percentages in Figure 12 of Appendix. To understand this dominance of ‘account’ and ‘other’ categories, it will be helpful to revisit Section 3.3 where the products comprised by these two categories are also described.

![Figure 6: CaaS categories vs. the rest](image-url)

When we delve into the diversity of only CaaS offerings in the market in Figure 8, it is seen that we could only find 9 CaaS types in the forum. In these existing CaaS types, we can easily distinguish ‘bot/botnet as a service (BNaaS)’, ‘reputation escalation as a service (REaaS)’ and ‘traffic as a service (TAaaS)’ categories with 22%, 24%
and 18.5% of the total supply CaaS posts and with 26%, 19% and 16% of the total demand CaaS posts respectively. This result is not surprising given the multi-facet use of botnets for spreading malware, creating DDoS attacks, and fraudulently boosting social media accounts or web-shopping page rankings. The importance of social media and prevalence of trading on the internet justifies why there is this much supply/demand to reputation escalation services. And of course well-known usage of DDoS services (booters/stressers), spam email/SMS bombs and ad frauds explain the high volume of the ‘traffic as a service’ type offerings.

It is always informative to look into time series analysis of longitudinal data to better explore the changing dynamics over time. At first glance, in the upper plot of Figure 9 where again all of the content types (supply, demand, exchange and other) are represented together, we see that number of posts in the ‘CaaS categories’ and ‘all of the categories’ have both a decreasing trend after 2012 which is also coherent with the decreasing numbers of all of the posts in whole Hackforums platform as illustrated in [44]. It seems that the period between 2011-2012 was the golden age for Hackforums community with the peak number of trading posts being over 20k per month. It is also remarkable that CaaS offerings keep their ratio...
EU, for example, disruption of CaaS was mentioned as a top priority in all crime, not just cybercrime [16].

The various CaaS categories that were identified on the forum are depicted in the lower plot of Figure 9 so that we can probe into their popularity throughout the years. It is interesting to see that 'bot/botnet as a service' having the highest number of occurrences in total as shown in Figure 8 loses its popularity against 'reputation escalation as a service' after 2013 and also against 'hacker as a service' after 2015 over time. Furthermore, 'traffic as a service' and 'obfuscation as a service' after 2014, 'bulletproof hosting as a service' after 2015 also present a declining occurrence in the platform.

Supply and demand offerings. Supply/demand classification results for CaaS categories per se can be inspected in the Figure 10. We can see that supply and demand posts are in balance for most of the categories except demand posts looking for 'hacker as a service (HRaaS)' and 'phone/sms verification as a service (PSVaaS)', and supply offerings for 'bulletproof hosting as a service (BHaaS)' being higher (more than 70%) than the rest. The results indicate that the CaaS market in the forum is not one-sided, so that both buyers and sellers foster each other to keep the trade alive. It is also remarkable to see the high demand for hacker and phone/sms verification services for future market predictions.

Contact information. In Figure 11 we can observe both the distribution of 'only private message' and 'all types of contact info' amongst the CaaS supplies. The implied contact info aside 'pm' is the communication apps like 'telegram, discord, skype, jabber, whatsapp, wechat, facetime, viber, etc'. Post authors of at least half of the each CaaS categories requested using an instant messaging app or private messages to continue the trade privately. It is also worth noting that these authors rely on private messages within the Hackforums platform for their private communication.

5 DISCUSSION

We aimed to understand how cybercriminals are trading in new services via crime forums, as part of the emergence of CaaS. We observe some amount of CaaS offerings in the forum market across diverse categories. Out of 28 known CaaS models, only 9 were found on the HF forum and just 3 dominate supply and demand: 'bot/botnet as a service', 'reputation escalation as a service' and 'traffic as a service'. The ratio of the service offerings to other crime-ware offerings remained stable over the last years. Our evidence does not support the dominant idea that CaaS is rising and the next evolution of cybercrime. Of course, this might be happening on other forums. Future research will have to bear this out, but we should note that Hack Forums constitutes one of the largest and oldest crime forums on the internet. If it the evolution is not visible here, it might not be such a widespread phenomenon as is often assumed. Yes, there might be forums that cater more specifically to this niche, but we have to keep in mind that one of the promises of CaaS is that it lowers entry barriers for new criminals and facilitates their criminal activities. For this scaling effect to occur, one would need new entrants to find the places where one can purchase these services. That rules out more secretive and trust-based forums. Of
course, we should not over-generalize our analysis of a single, if large, forum. It does raise the question of where the feared growth in the matching of supply and demand for CaaS is happening? If not in forums, then in other channels? Two other channels are underground marketplaces and custom sites. Earlier on marketplaces, however, R.van Wegberg et al.[58] found no evidence for this evolution either. For custom sites, we know that there are successful examples—e.g., certain booters—but also that this channel is rife with fraud and generally seemed to provide less sophisticated offerings. In sum, our findings show that law enforcement might need to re-evaluate the priority that is currently being given to CaaS. Perhaps this trend is mostly relevant for specific threats, rather than across the whole cybercrime landscape, notwithstanding anecdotal evidence for 28 CaaS models.

Another finding of our study is to demonstrate that more than half of the cybercrime trade is dealt with privately via messaging apps and private messages on the forums. Based on these insights, LEA (Law Enforcement Agencies) and messaging app application vendors could leverage scraping of these contact points and take them down, raising the transaction costs for the miscreants abusing these platforms.

Next, the dominance of ‘reputation escalation as a service’ and ‘phone/sms verification as a service’ offerings suggests that service providers, website developers and application vendors need to design systems that can withstand these type of compromises.

Last but not least, models like those we developed for our analysis show that data on CaaS offerings can be gathered from forums for threat intelligence. For this reason, we also make our ground truth dataset available upon request to researchers in industry, government and academia. Data collection on a wider site of forums would not only benefit LEAs, but also threat intelligence vendors which provide customers with insights into the changing threat landscape.

6 LIMITATIONS AND ETHICS

Sometimes contact info is written not in the body but in the footer of the post. These footer contents are not scraped in our dataset. We could manually look into these footer contents and annotate the posts appropriately, but ML classifier would not be able to do the same. Hence, we neglected the contents of the footers and annotated the posts merely with the help of their body contents. There are also some posts whose contact info are embedded in an image in the content which our classifier could not mine through. We also see some contact info in the content for the purpose of storytelling but not for real-intention like this post including ‘skype’: ‘This is an auction for 308k FIFA Ultimate team coins The reason i’m selling these is because i dont have FIFA anymore The auction will end when people stop posting on the thread sorry for the ugly bastard on skype he has a nose like ibra’ of the thread- ‘My Personal Clash Of Clans Almost Maxed TH8 Account’. Therefore, we did our best under these limitations to analyze the communication ways the forum members use while trading cyber crimewares.

We only analyzed the thread headings and first posts of each thread in ‘Market’ section for a good reason, thus we may have missed the ‘contact info’ and ‘external trading link’ clues expressed in the following posts of those threads. Moreover our results are based on the observation of a single large forum. Thus, we do not analyze the posts on other forums. We also used a limited size of ground truth due to the long duration of labeling the posts into more than 30 cybercrime categories (at the beginning). Another limitation for our ground truth labeling was using only one annotator so lack of an inter-annotator agreement.

The research approach was designed with ethical considerations at the center. We complied with the Cambridge Cybercrime Centre’s data sharing agreements. Furthermore, we note that all of the data used in our study was gathered from publicly available sources as anyone could register and access these digital forums on the surface web. Given the anonymous nature of these platforms, it is unlikely anyone used their real name so the data did not contain any type of Personal Identifiable Information (PII).

7 RELATED WORK

7.1 CaaS business

We founded our research on the conceptual framework of K.Huang et al.[22] where they conducted an extensive survey of the CaaS services utilizing the value chain perspective in a systematic way which we talked more in Section 2. The authors described 24 different existing, evolving and emerging CaaS types of primary and support activities feeding the cybercriminal service ecosystem. They also demonstrated how the popular cyber crimewares like ransomware, social engineering attacks, fake reputation generation and privacy explosion follow a path of the framework presented in their work. To analyze the profitability of cybercriminal businesses, the return on investment (ROI) of ransomware attack business is exemplified in the Supplementary Material document for their survey. Furthermore, they didn’t forget to suggest several strategy implementations for combating cybercrime.

Some of the CaaS crimewares and attacks like DDoS[12, 25, 26, 28, 39], reputation escalation[55, 61], exploit[18], obfuscation, value evaluation[53], personal profile (impersonation) [9], deception[57], CAPTCHA solvers [36], phone/SMS verification [56], e-whoring [24, 43], traffic [13, 14], proxy [55], RDP [47], vulnerability discovery [60], password cracking (enclosed in ‘hacker as a service’ category in our study)[33], ransomware [2, 11, 34, 46, 54], bullet-proof hosting[38] as a service have been studied academically or analyzed technically in previous papers and security blogs.

7.2 Cybercrime analysis on Underground Forums/Markets

Various researchers have applied different information retrieval and text mining methods on online forums. Even though the methods resemble the ones we leveraged in this study, our study is the first to classify the posts into large number of novel CaaS categories. The closest related work to ours is by R.van Wegberg et al.[58] which tracks the evolution of commoditization of cybercrime on online underground marketplaces and identifies the market supply over time. Our work differs from this previous work in that we especially focus on CaaS offerings in the forums and not only the supply but also demand and contact aspects of these offerings over time.

In [44] S.Pastrana et al. describe CrimeBot, an online forum crawler, which is used to update and maintain the CrimeBB dataset.
to be used for large-scale and longitudinal analysis. They provided a case study analysing currency exchanges in Hackforums community which shows their evolution over years and tracks the previous activity of the key actors by using SVM classifiers. The characteristics and pathways of ‘key actors’ in Hackforums of CrimeBB dataset who have been linked to criminal activities are analyzed in [42] by applying social network analysis (SNA), k-means clustering and natural language processing for the sake of deterring the involvement of young people away from a career in cybercrime. While analysing their pathways by looking for changes in their interests and the number of questions posted as they spend more time in the forum, they leveraged a binary classifier to identify the questions. A hybrid approach of classification combining statistical technique (Linear SVM) and heuristics (rule set) were implemented and accurate enough evaluation results (Precision=0.88, Recall=0.85 and F1=0.86) were obtained.

A. Caines and his colleagues [8] also conducted a classification study over the posts for three properties: post type, author intent and addressee from the HackForums of CrimeBB dataset. They found that a hybrid rule-based (logical) – ML (statistical) model performs best for post type and author intent, whereas a purely statistical model (SVM, XGBoost and Linear model) is best for addressee. R. Portnoff et al. identifies the posts from eight underground forums of several languages related to transactions as determining the nature of the post whether it is an offer to buy, sell, currency exchange or none by the help of SVM model in their study [49]. Hackforums is one of the forums they scraped (only trade-related subforums) and analyzed for not only identifying the product types but also extracting product names and prices. One of the conclusions of their analysis is that the additional features like the length of the post or the reputation of the author did not improve the classification accuracy, that we also observed in our results. After assessing their classifier both within and across forums and getting promising results, they performed two case studies to uncover the popularity of original vs. bulk/hacked accounts, and detect the high-demanded currencies.

A random forest method is used in [41] to predict which public posts are likely to trigger private messages by automatically labeling them. They evaluated the performance of their method using data from three real forum leaks in different languages and had AUC results ranging from 0.65-0.77 when training and testing is performed on the same forum. R. Bhalerao et al. [7] propose a method that leverages machine learning and graph-based analysis to extract supply chains from cybercrime forums. Similar to our approach they classify the posts from two popular forums one of which is the HackForums to 14 product categories (not focused on as a service types) and get averagely 0.71 F1 from the Hackforums evaluations using stratified k-fold cross-validation. They later identify the replies indicating that a user bought or sold the product with the validation result of 0.85 F1 averagely for the Hackforums. This step somewhat differs from our supply/demand classification since we implement our method over first posts of each thread but they implement over the replies to these first posts. Their using character n-grams rather than word n-grams and using a weighted average of the precision scores across all the categories except 'other' to select the classifier rather than F1 score of all are other dissimilarities with our work.

The authors of RIPEx paper [17] identify and label IP addresses in security forums by utilizing a cross-forum learning method that they use a classifier from their source forums to identify seed information for training a classifier on the target forum. Thus it does not require training data for each new forum and achieves better performance than solely using the classifier of the current forum on the new forum. They found out that Logistic Regression method outperforms SVM, Bayesian networks and k-nearest neighbors methods using 10-fold cross-validation on their ground truth including both text information of the post and the contextual information like frequency of posting, average post length which captures the behaviour of the author. In another work [40] obtaining threat intelligence information from online forums and markets, a combination of semi-supervised and supervised methods including Naive Bayes, random forest, support vector machine and logistic regression are used to classify data. Logistic regression performed the best with 80% precision and 68% recall while evaluating on a small dataset of two English forums, and leveraging unlabeled data in a semi-supervised technique improved the recall about 10% with same precision.

While SVM outperformed the k-nearest neighbor, naive bayes and decision tree algorithms in terms of precision, recall and F-measure in [51] where the authors apply classification and topic modeling to five hacker forums in order to explore the hacker assets like attachments, source code and tutorials; the Maximum Entropy classifier indicated that it is able to find more actual malware selling and carding promotion threads in a Russian carding forum than SVM, Naive Bayes, and kNN in [30]. In a comparison of forum post classification into 9 categories, I. Deliu et al. [15] found that a conventional SVM produced results (approximately 98% accuracy and F1 score) that were on par with more modern Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). Therefore they concluded that SVMs are superior for the purposes of practical, real-time cyber threat intelligence applications given the computational complexity of CNN architectures. There are also studies like [62] in which only rule-based classifiers are leveraged to identify selling and buying posts. It would be informative if they had the chance to validate their results since we found that purely rule-based classification is not enough to achieve an accurate supply/demand classification because of same keywords (sell, buy, offer, look for, seek, purchase, etc.) being used in both post categories.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented the first study to longitudinally measure the prevalence of a large set of Cybercrime-as-a-Service (CaaS) offerings in a large cybercrime forum. In addition, we also compared this to product-type offerings and tracked the usage of contact info in the posts.

We observed that 15.6% of the first posts in the 'Market' section offers CaaS. Within this set, 'bot/ botnet as a service', 'reputation escalation as a service' and 'traffic as a service' categories constitute the bulk amount (over 60%) for whole period in terms of both supply and demand. When we look into the time series analysis of longitudinal data it is seen that 'bot/botnet as a service' loses its popularity against 'reputation escalation as a service' after 2013 and also against 'hacker as a service' after 2015 over time. The
peak number of trading posts being over 20k per month during 2011-2012 period and continuous decline with small up and downs after the peak is also noticeable in Figure 9. Even though these small increases coincide with times when some big underground markets seized by LEA or closed themselves in the ending months of 2013, 2014 and 2017 [19], we can not tell for sure that these market closures and related loss of consumer trust are the obvious reason for these sudden interest in criminal forums.

An obvious line for future work is to apply our model to different English-language forums and seek for evidence of CaaS there. ‘Safeskyhacks’ and ‘Offensive Community’ forums of the crimeBB dataset [44] are two potential forums for these future researches since they also include a ‘Market’ section. In line with prior work, we only looked into the first posts of the threads in ‘market’ section. Future work could investigate the following posts of the CaaS related threads in order to understand the feedback for both supply and demand offerings. Examining the vendors offering CaaS would also be interesting for a future study. Finally, to verify the real transactions in the forums, law enforcement can leverage the private messages of seized forums that are related to CaaS offerings.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Name</th>
<th>Accuracy Score</th>
<th>Precision Score</th>
<th>Recall Score</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LinearSVC</td>
<td>0.753534</td>
<td>0.753534</td>
<td>0.792547</td>
<td>0.772328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.738101</td>
<td>0.738101</td>
<td>0.796924</td>
<td>0.765743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stochastic Gradient Descent</td>
<td>0.722572</td>
<td>0.722572</td>
<td>0.771999</td>
<td>0.746311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XGBoost</td>
<td>0.682476</td>
<td>0.682476</td>
<td>0.720758</td>
<td>0.700780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.646707</td>
<td>0.646707</td>
<td>0.726462</td>
<td>0.683983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multinomial Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>0.590601</td>
<td>0.590601</td>
<td>0.596074</td>
<td>0.593008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.552163</td>
<td>0.552163</td>
<td>0.580326</td>
<td>0.565762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K Nearest Neighbor</td>
<td>0.356611</td>
<td>0.356611</td>
<td>0.520237</td>
<td>0.420426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>0.0418269</td>
<td>0.0418269</td>
<td>0.519104</td>
<td>0.071197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: Model evaluation after resampling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RDP/proxy/Seedbox as a service</td>
<td>9679</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>account</td>
<td>438267</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bot/botnet as a service</td>
<td>41372</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bulletproof hosting as a service</td>
<td>11700</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cash-out</td>
<td>139380</td>
<td>12.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crypter</td>
<td>11841</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-whoring pack</td>
<td>6544</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exploit</td>
<td>7310</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hacker as a service</td>
<td>16918</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malware/hacker tool</td>
<td>8596</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obfuscation as a service</td>
<td>10897</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>319918</td>
<td>28.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>payload/malware as a service</td>
<td>7151</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phone/sms verification as a service</td>
<td>8670</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reputation escalation as a service</td>
<td>36872</td>
<td>3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>traffic as a service</td>
<td>2913</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14: Counts of all post categories

Figure 13: Classification report